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5 Claims. 

This invention relates to brackets and more 
particularly to adjustable brackets for the Sup 
port of bars, rods, cornices, facial boards and 
like supports and accessories of shades, curtains, 
Venetian blinds and similar devices. 
An important object of the invention is to 

provide a novel bracket which may be adjusted 
to accommodate and retain, for example, Wene 
tion blind head bars having slots of various 
depths, and cornices or facial boards of various 
lengths. 
Another important object is to provide a new 

bracket which may be adjusted to position a 
cornice or facial board at various distances from 
a Venetian blind head bar. 

Still another object is to provide a bracket, 
adapted to position a rod or pole for a curtain 
at various distances from a cornice and/or head 
bar, and to accommodate itself to rods, poles, 
head bars and cornices of Various lengths, 
A further object is to provide a bracket from 

which a head bar, pole, rod or cornice may be 
readily removed or replaced, without removing 
or replacing any of the others. 
Other objects and advantages of the invention 

will be apparent during the course of the follow 
ing detailed description of the invention, taken 
in connection with the accompanying drawings, 
forming a part of this specification, and in which 
drawings: 

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of the various por 
tions (disassembled) of one form of the novel 
bracket. 

Fig. 2 is a perspective view of the Same, as 
sembled, attached to a support, and Supporting : 
a head bar and a pole or rod. 

Fig. 3 is a vertical section, substantially on the 
line 3-3 of Fig. 1 but including the head bar of 
Fig. 2. 

Fig. 4 is a top plan of two of the novel brackets 
of Figs. 1 to 3 inclusive, attached to a Support 
(in horizontal section) and . Supporting a head 
bar, rod or pole, and a cornice. 

Figs. 5 and 6 are perspective views of a modi 
fication of the bracket, disassembled in Fig. 5 
and assembled in Fig. 6, attached to a support, 
supporting a head bar and in position to receive 
a cornice. 

In the drawings, wherein for the purpose of 
illustration are shown a preferred and a modi 
fied form of the invention, and wherein similar 
reference characters designate corresponding 
parts throughout the several views, the letter A 
designates one form of the bracket invention: 
the letter B, another form; C, a support for the 
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bracket A; D, a head bar; E, a rod and F a 
cornice, both supported by the bracket A; and 
G a Support for the bracket B. 
The novel bracket A is shown particularly in 

Fig. 1 and comprises a first or support-attached 
and head-bar-Supporting portion 0, a second or 
slidably adjustable portion , slidably, secured 
to the portion ), a third or rod-supporting por 
tion 2, slidably secured to the portion , and 
a fourth or cornice-Supporting portion 3, slid 
ably carried by the portion 2. 
This first or support-attached and head bar 

Supporting portion 0, includes a substantially 
flat plate 5, having a vertically-disposed flange 
A6 extending from its rear end to form, with the 
plate 5, Substantially a right angle. The plate 
5 is provided with means to cooperate with 
means carried by the portion f l to slidably con 
nect the two, and may be the walls of horizon 
tally disposed pairs of perforations f and 8, 
while the jiange may have Several perforations 
9 for insertion of Suitable means to Secure the 

portion f to a Support C. Secured to the plate 
5, as by welding or Soldering, is a horizontally 

extending head bar-supporting ledge or flange 
20 which, preferably, extends the width of the 
plate 5, to the flange 6, and has a preferably 
narrow slot 2 intermediate its ends and dis 
posed along its juncture with the plate 5. Slid 
able Vertically through the slot 2 is a means 
22 to detachably connect a head bar ID to the 
portion f. This means preferably comprises a 
slide member having an elongated intermediate 
portion 23 slidable through the slot 2, and hav 
ing an upper offset 24 and a lower offset 25, both 
forming Substantially right angles with the in 
termediate portion 23. Both offsets prevent the 
portion 23 from dropping out of the slot 2 and 
the offset 24 has another function to be subse 
quently described. 
As for the second or slidably adjustable por 

tion f, this preferably comprises a single sheet 
of Suitable rigid material, bent or otherwise 
formed to provide two substantially flat plates 
26 and 2 forming a right angle. The plate 26 
is provided with means to cooperate with the 
means (walls of the pairs of perforations 7 and 
8) to adjustably connect the portions () and 
, and this may be the Walls of horizontally-dis 

posed slots 28 and 29. Any desirable fasteners 
may be employed such as bolts, with their shanks 
inserted through the perforations and slot 28, 
and perforations 8 and slot 29, with suitable 
nuts upon the shanks. The plate 2 is provided 
With means to cooperate With means carried by 
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the portion 2 to adjustably connect the portions 
and f2, and the former may be the walls of 

horizontally-disposed pairs of perforations 30 and 
3f. 
The third or rod-supporting portion 2 prefer 

ably also comprises a single sheet of Suitable 
rigid material, bent or otherwise formed to pro 
vide two Substantially fiat plates 32 and 33, form 
ing a right angle. The plate 32 has means to 
cooperate with the was of the perforations 30 
and 3 to adjustably Secure the portions f and 
2 togethel, complising the walls of horizon 

tally-disposed slots 34 and 35 and through these 
perforations 30 and slot 34 and perforations 3 
and slot 35 may be inserted bolts, with suitable 
nuts thereon, such as shown at 36 and 37 re 
Spectively in Fig. 2. Carried upon the inner 
face of the plate 33 is a rod-supporting means 
38 Such as a short, trough Shaped member 39 
preferably disposed adjacent the upper end 40 
of the plate, which end projects slightly above 
the horizontal plane of the upper edge of the 
plate 32 for a purpose to be detailed. Now, as 
for the fourth or cornice-supporting portion 3, 
this also preferably connprises two Substantially 
flat piates 4 and 42, which may be joined to 
gether as by a curved juncture Section 43 with 
the plates 4 ald 32 normal to each other. The 
plate is provided with means to adjustably 
connect the portion 3 with the portion 2 in 
cooperation with sections of the portion of the 
latter', and may comprise a downturned upper 
flange 44 and an upturned lower fange 45, both 
Spaced from and paralleling the plate 4. The 
upper end 4E) of the plate 33 is adapted to ex 
tend into the Siot, formed by the flange 44 and 
adjacent Section of the plate 33 while the lower 
end of the Same plate is adapted to extend into 
the slot formed by the flange 45 and adjacent 
Section of the plate 33. In fact, the fanges 44 
and 5 may be continued flat against the plate 
42 to provide strengthening means for the plate 
42 for receiving an end portion of a cornice F, as 
may be seen in Fig. 4. 
The upwardly-extending upper end 40 causes : 

the polition 3 to extend above the horizontal 
planes of the upper edges of the portions 0, 
and 2 and this tends to conceal the upper parts 
of these portions fo, and 2 when a cornice is 
in place. 

It should be understood that there are both 
left-hand bracketSA as well as right-hand brack 
etS A, as is apparent in Fig. 4, and Similar refer 
ence characters designate like parts of both the 
right-hand and left-hand brackets. 
From the foregoing and from Figs. 2, 3 and 4 it 

is apparent how the novel brackets A are assem 
bled, mounted and employed. The portion O is, 
of course, attached to the support C, as a por 
tion of a Window frame, as by Screws, extending 
through the perforations 9 and into the support 
C. Mounting of the head bar E is effected by 
manipulation of the means 22 by raising the in 
termediate portion 23 thereof until the upper off 
Set 24 clears the upper face 50 of the head bar 
D So that the latter may be disposed upon the 
flange 20 and the offset 24 dropped into the 
conventional upwardly-opening slot 5 of the 
head bar with the ends of the latter abutting or 
close to the inner faces of the plate 5. 
Adjustably positioning the cornice F toward or 

away fronn the support C (as a Window frame) 
is effected by the slots 28 and 29 and the desired 
length of the cornice is provided by adjustment 
effected by use of the slots 34 and 35. 
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The end of the rod E rests, of course, in the 

trough 39 and the conventionally flanged upper 
and lower parts of the end portion 52 of the cor 
nice F slide over the upper and lower parts of 
the plate 42. 

It will be noted in Fig. 2, that when the parts 
are assembled as therein shown, the free hori 
Zontal edge of the flange 44 is close to the upper 
edge of the trough 39. If the rod E is cut Ol' 
adjusted to Substantially abut the inner faces of 
the two opposite plates 33 of two brackets A, the 
rod E cannot be accidently displaced after its 
ends are disposed within the troughs. 

Gravity, of course, prevents the upper offset 
24 from leaving the head bar slot 5 and thus 
retains the head bar D in place. Since the slots 
5 vary in depth, the differences in depth are 
taken care of by the fact that the intermediate 
portion 23 of the means 22 is slidable through 
the slot 2. 

Referring to the form B of the invention, shown 
in Figs. 5 and 6, this form is employed where a 
head bar D and colnice F are to be supported by 
the bracket 5 and as may be seen in Fig. 6, is 
attached, if desired, Somewhat differently to a 
Support G than is the bracket A to support C. 
The latter comprises two adjustably-connected 
portions 60 and 3. 
The portion 69 corresponds somewhat with the 

portions ) and 2 of form. A but omits the means 
38 of fol'm A, and is a Support-attached and head 
bar-Supporting portion as well as the portion to 
Which a cornice Supporting portion is adjustably 
Secured, this last being, preferably, substantially 
Similar to the portion 3 of form A and similar 
reference characters are employed. 
The polition 60 includes a substantially flat 

plate 5, having a vertically-disposed flange 62 
extending from its rear end to form, with the 
plate 6, substantially a right angle. The flange 
62 may be provided with several perforations 63 
for insertion of suitable means to secure the 
portion 69 to a support, such as a support C. 
In addition, there may be provided other per 
forations 64 in the plate 6 for the insertion of 
Suitable means, as Screws, to secure the portion 
6) to a Support G. Carried by the plate 6, as 
by being welded or soldered thereto, is a horizo 
tally-disposed ledge or flange 65 which, may ex 
tend to the flange 62, has a preferably narrow 
slot 66 intermediate its end and this slot extends 
along the juncture of the flange 65 and plate 61. 
Slidable vertically through the slot 36 is means 
67 to detachably connect a head bar D to the 
portion le. This means preferably comprises a 
Slide member having an elongated intermediate 
portion 68 slidable through the slot 66, an upper 
offset 69 and a lower offset 70 all for the same 
pUIrpOSes as the portion 23 and Offsets 24 and 25. 
It will be noted that the forward end section of 
the plate 6? has an upwardly-extending edge 
portion 7 corresponding, in function, to the 
upper end 49 of the plate 33, and for a like pur 
OOSe. 
From the foregoing description of form B, cou 

pled with the description of form A, it is obvious 
how form B is attached to a support and assem 
bled, as in Fig. 6, with the head bar D and a 
COrnice F Supported thereby, with the cornice 
disposed, because of the section 7, to conceal the 
upper parts of the portion 60. 
Various changes may be made to the forms of 

the invention herein shown and described with 
out departing from the spirit of the invention 
and Scope of the claims. 
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What is claimed is: 
1. In a bracket, a Support-attached portion, in 

cluding a plate having an upper, horizontally 
disposed edge, a cornice-Supporting portion, 
means carried by the Support-attached portion 
to Support a head bar, and means carried by the 
Support-attached portion to slidably receive the 
cornice-Supporting portion, including a section 
extending upwardly above the horizontal plane 
of Said edge, forwardly of said first mentioned 
means, and having Substantially parallel faces, 
With a Section of said cornice-supporting portion 
disposed about and in frictional contact with 
both of Said faces, 

2. In a bracket, a support-attached portion, 
including a plate having an upper, horizontally 
disposed edge, a cornice-Supporting portion, 
means carried by the Support-attached portion 
to Support a horizontally-disposed rod including 
a trough having an upper edge, and means car 
ried by the Support-attached portion to slidably 
receive the cornice-Supporting portion, includ 
ing a Section extending upwardly above the hori 
ZOntal piane of Said upper, horizontally disposed 
edge, and having Substantially parallel faces, 
With a Section of Said cornice-supporting portion 
disposed about and in frictional contact with both 
of Said faces and normally above and closely ad 
jacent Said upper edge of said trough. 

3. In a bracket, a first, support attached por- : 
tion; a Second, Slidable adjustable portion, ex 
tending forwardly of said first portion, a third 
portion extending to one side of said second por 
tion; a fourth, cornice-Supporting portion, ex 
tending forwardly of Said third portion, means 
carried by One of Said portions to receive the end 
of a rod; means carried by said first and second 
portions for slidably adjusting said first and 
Second portions toward and away from each 
other; means carried by said second and third 
portions for slidably adjusting said third portion 
to One side of said second portion; and means 
carried by said fourth portion for slidably ad 
justing Said fourth portion toward and away from 
Said third portion. 

4. In a bracket, a first, support-attached por 
tion; a second, slidably adjustable portion ex 
tending forwardly of said first portion; a third 
portion extending to one side of said second 
portion and having a section extending above 
the horizontal planes of said first and second 
portions, Said section having substantially paral 
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lel faces, and a rod-receiving trough below said 
Section, Said trough having an upper edge; a 
fourth, COrnice-Supporting portion; means car 
ried by Said first and Second portions for slidably 
adjusting Said first and second portions toward 
and away from each other; means carried by Said 
Second and third portions for slidably adjusting 
Said third portion to One side of Said Second por 
tion; and means carried by Said fourth portion 
for slidably adjusting said fourth portion toward 
and a Way from Said third portion, including a 
section disposed about and in frictional contact 
With both of said faces and above and closely 
adjacent said upper edge of Said trough. 

5. In a bracket, a first, Support-attached por 
tion; a Second, Slidably adjustable porticin ex 
tending forwardly of Said first portion; a third 
portion extending to One Side of Said Second por 
tion and having a Section extending above the 
horizontal planes of Said first and Second por 
tions, Said Section having Substantially parallel 
faces, and a rod-receiving trough below said sec 
tion, said trough having an upper edge with said 
edge immediately below Said Section; a fourth, 
cornice-Supporting portion; means carried by 
said first and Second portions for Slidably adjust 
ing said first and second portions toward and 
away from each other; means carried by Said 
second and third portions for slidably adjusting 
Said third portion to one side of Said Second por 
tion; and means carried by Said fourth portion 
for Slidably adjusting Said fourth portion toward 
and away from Said third portion, including a 
Section disposed about and in frictional contact 
With both of Said faces and Said last-named Sec 
tion having a downWardly-facing edge above and 
closely adjacent the rear portion of Said uppe 
edge of Said trough. 

HARRY B. GOOOMAN. 
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